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FOREWORD
Special Section on Ambient Intelligence and Sensor Networks
Sensor networks enable connections among peoples, products, and sensing devices for real space. Sensing
data should be processed, analyzed, and applied for enhancement or assistance for human activities, which
is called “Ambient Intelligence”. It is expected that gentle social environments such as efficient electric
power usage in smart grids and effective transportation systems will be established through the systems
with ambient intelligence based on sensor networks. Not only developments of technologies supporting the
ambient intelligence such as sensor networks but also to look ahead to industry applications are important
for ambient-intelligence contributions to social-infrastructure progressions.
From above points of view, the IEICE Technical Committee on Ambient Intelligence and Sensor Networks
planned the special section, “Special Section on Ambient Intelligence and Sensor Networks”. The scope
of this special section includes not only information communication research fields but also its multidisciplinary research with agriculture, forestry and fisheries industry fields, industry fields including incineration and power-generator plants, and service fields such as health-care, medical-care, and circulations
because they are important and major applications for the Ambient Intelligence and Sensor Networks.
In response to call for papers, 25 papers have been submitted. By unbiased peer-review process initiated by
one of the guest associate editors, 9 papers are finally accepted for publication in this special section: Home
network, body area network, energy harvesting, transmit and receive technologies in ambient intelligence,
privacy for real-world data, and so on. Moreover, two invited papers are included, one describes radiation
distribution measurements in Fukushima Prefecture and the other describes image sensor based visible
light communication and its application to pose, position, and range estimations.
We are convinced that all the articles become your good references for ambient intelligence and sensor
networks. Finally, as editor-in-chief, I would like to thank all the contributing authors for their submissions
and all the editorial members and reviewers for their tireless efforts to make this fruitful special section
success.
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